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(ii) iThe plaintiff in England is defendant abroad^ or the defendant
^j * in England is plaintiff abroad.
The fact which distinguishes either of these cases from the Actions
one considered above is that the person whom it is sought torarel? v
1	•    • •         i	•	t    f	r	1*11     stayed if
stay has not initiated two actions. It follows from this that the not
courts are even more reluctant to interfere than where the same
person is plaintiff in both countries, for the result of a stay of
proceedings will be to confine the party stayed to an action of
which he is not equally in control.1 There are, in fact, very few
cases in which the jurisdiction has been exercised,2 and one
judge has ruled that it should not be exercised unless the foreign
action is not merely oppressive or vexatious to the applicant, but
also is calculated to cause him'serious if not irreparable damage'.3
• \Sealej (orse Callan} v. Callan* exemplifies the extreme reluctance
/ of the courts to exercise their jurisdiction.
*-"" A wife, resident in England but domiciled in Natal filed a petition
for divorce in the High Court under s. 18 fi) ffl of the Matrimonial
Causes Act, iq^Q, which grants jurisdiction to the court if a wife
petitioner, though domiciled abroad, is resident in England and has
been ordinarily resident there for a period of three years immediately
preceding the commencement of the proceedings.5 Her husband, who
was resident and domiciled in Natal, entered an appearance under
protest and later himself began divorce proceedings in the Supreme
Court of South Africa. He then applied to the High Court for a'stay
of the English proceedings.
Formidable objections were advanced against the continuance
of the English action. If the wife were to obtain an English
divorce, it would not relieve the husband of his married status
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